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CREATING 
FUNCTIONALITY 
WITH DESIGN

Bring Sleek Sophistication to the Kitchen 
with Artusi’s new Matt Black Range. 

Embracing the latest design trends, BLACK by Artusi embodies 
luxurious black finishes, high performance & functionality, our 
products are designed with the modern day home cook in mind.
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high performance, 
functionality 
& style 
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BLACK by Artusi combines a unique and 
material aesthetic choice with more usable 
and effective technology.

BLACK by Artusi combines 
a unique and material 
aesthetic choice with
more usable and effective 
technology. BLACK is a 
complete range with 
Built-In Electric & Pyrolytic 
Ovens, Combination Ovens, 
Gas Cooktops, Rangehoods, 
Microwaves, Sinks & taps.
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KNOB CONTROL 
ELECTRIC OVENS

SAFE TOUCH 
Triple glazed glass door

MULTIFUNCTION 
COOKING
9 multi-function cooking modes

TIME SETTING
24h time setting with touch 
control timer

EASY TO USE
Laser etched cooking modes 
on control panel with symbol 
& words

EASY CLEAN
Smooth black cavity with 
removable inner glass & door

SIZE 
Available in 60cm & 90cm

AO6100MB: 60cm Built-In Electric Oven
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Model: AO9100MB: 90cm Built-In Electric Oven
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BUILT-IN COMBINATION 
MICROWAVE & 
STEAM OVEN

Designed with style & functionality in mind 
from the latest European trends, Artusi’s 
Combination Microwave & Steam Oven 
offer versatility in the kitchen. 

With combined cooking & preset recipes, not only saving time 
in the kitchen but also creating healthier, tastier food.

ACS45MB: Combination Steam Oven

Combined COOKING 
Steam and forced-air cooking*
microwave & forced-air 
cooking/grill*

TFT CONTROL
Simple & easy to use, the TFT 
display gives you direct access 
to the full functions of the oven

Multiple 
TEMPERATURE 
Steam cooking temperatures 
(40°C-130°C)*

PRESET RECIPES
Preset recipes with automatic 
cooking time and weight preset 
for a variety of family meals, 
saving you time in the kitchen

STAINLESS STEEL CAVITY
Easy to clean stainless steel 

PERSONALISED RECIPES 
Create & save personalised recipes 
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Model: ACM45MB: Combination Microwave Oven
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TFT CONTROL 
ELECTRIC OVENS

AO6000MB: Built-in Electric Oven
AO6000MBP: Built-in Pyrolytic Oven

AO6000MB AO6000MBP

Volume (Lt) 66 66

TFT Electronic Programmer Yes Yes

Electronic temperature control Yes Yes

Cooking temperature 0-250°C 0-250°C

Child safety Yes Yes

Preset recipes Yes Yes

Pyrolytic cleaning - Yes

Maximum Absorption 3.5 kW 3.5 kW

Functions 14 15

60CM BUILT-IN 
ELECTRIC OVEN

60CM BUILT-IN 
PYROLYTIC OVEN

Features
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PRESET RECIPES 
Preset recipes with automatic 
cooking time and weight preset 
for a variety of family meals, 
saving you time in the kitchen

TFT CONTROL
Simple & easy to use, the 
TFT display gives you direct 
access to the full functions 
of the oven

0°C-250°C 
Accurate digital thermostat 
control 0°C-250°C

PERFORMANCE
15* multifunction cooking 
modes & high performance 

PYROLYTIC 
CLEANING*
Pyrolytic cleaning with 
electronic door lock

INTERIOR 
x 2 dual cavity lights for 
better visibility 
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ARTUSI MATT BLACK RANGE
LUXE
BLACK by Artusi is a selection of 
appliance solutions that integrate the 
kitchen environment, its architecture, 
and its livability. Providing a life more 
satisfying, more complete and tastier.

LIFESTYLE
Food is the basis and foundation of 
life, cooking with ease, but with high 
performance, spending less time in the 
kitchen but with better outcomes is the 
result of well-considered choice. BLACK 
by Artusi combines a unique and 
material aesthetic choice with the more 
usable and effective technology.

INTERIOR
Available with the pyrolytic cleaning 
cycle and a new interior that includes 
better visibility of the cooking cavity 
during cooking and cleaning.
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HOBS
A series of gas hobs equipped with high efficiency 
burners, which with their configurations 
guarantee ample space for cooking on all areas at 
the same time.

COMPANIONS
BLACK by Artusi is a complete range with 
Canopy or Concealed Hoods, Gas Cooktops, 
Built-in Touch or knob control Ovens, Compact 
Ovens, Microwaves, Sinks and Taps.
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60cm & 90cm 
GAS COOKTOP

AGH65MB: 60cm Gas Cooktop
AGH91MB: 90cm Gas Cooktop

Highly efficient burners, which 
with their configurations guarantee 
ample space for cooking on all 
areas at the same time.

BLACK by Artusi cooktops combine a unique 
aesthetic choice effortlessly elevating your kitchen 
space design, and not limiting on functionality.
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AUTOMATIC
electronic ignition

BRASS BURNERS
Highly efficient brass burners

DUAL WOK
Specifically designed for Asian style cooking, 

the highly powered dual wok allows you to 
cook at the perfect temperature

*90cm model only

CAST IRON Trivets
Cast iron Trivets, elegant in design, 

allowing continuous use of cooking for 
long periods with the certainty of always 

keeping the surface aligned

FLAME FAILURE
device fitted to each burner

MATT BLACK ENAMEL
Finished in Matt Black Enamel 
bringing style with functionality
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90CM CANOPY 
RANGEHOOD
To complete the range, BLACK by Artusi feature 
Canopy & Concealed Rangehoods. Featuring 
LED lights to perfectly brighten the cooking area 
& 750m3/hr airflow* leaving your kitchen fresh 
from odours. 

Having the option between the Canopy or Concealed design, the Matt 
Black Artusi Rangehoods will perfectly finish off your kitchen design. 
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60CM & 90CM 
CONCEALED RANGEHOOD

750m3/hr 
airflow

56.5 dBA max.3 speeds 2 x 1.5W LED 
lights

Concealed undermount design
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SLEEK DESIGN
Black glass with Matt Black Trim kit

GRILL LEVELS 
3 grill power levels

QUALITY GLASS
Black glass with matt 
black trim kit

COOKING SECTIONS 
Multi-section cooking

PERFORMANCE
8 auto-cooking option 

POWER TO BURN
900W microwave power

COMBI + GRILL 
combi microwave + grill cooking

1100W grill power 25L cavity size LED display

AMG28TKB1: Microwave
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Our manufacturing process uses a moulding 
technology system, meaning Artusi Granitek 
sinks consist of a substantial and even 
distribution of its components including 
within the sink mass. This technology is 
internationally patented.

Granitek is the name given to our process of bonding granite 
and acrylic resin. This process results in the highest- quality 
finish, as it gives greater protection against high temperatures, 
cracks and chips, and is more resistant to heavy impacts.

CERAMISATION is a method of colouring the granite 
particles by penetrating the whole mass, through a firing 
process of heating the material to over 700°C. This ensures 
the colour can penetrate deeply, reaching particles’ core. 
The result is a significant improvement to resistance 
against discolouration.

OUR REVOLUTIONARY 
TECHNOLOGY

Resistance to 
surface scratches

Available in 
different sizes & 
configurations

Easy to clean
Resistance to high 
temperatures

Resistance to 
impacts

Available 
accessories
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GOOSENECK 
MIXER TAPS

ASM101B
single lever control

swivel spout

ASM201B
pull out lever control
water ‘spray’ function

operating temperature: 1°C - 70°C

ASM501MB
pull out lever control
water ‘spray’ function

operating temperature: 1°C - 70°C
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